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     “Another excellent Sarah Burke adventure.” M.O.AN ADDICTIVE DETECTIVE MYSTERY
FROM ONE OF THE MOST BELOVED AUTHORS IN CRIME.Please note this book was
previously published as The Magic Line.Detective Sarah Burke is called out to a mass shooting
in a quiet residential street. It’s a bloody mess and the walls are riddled with bullet holes. It looks
like a home invasion gone very wrong. But it’s nothing she can’t handle.That’s until one of the
‘dead’ bodies wakes up. At least now Sarah has a suspect.But on the way to the hospital he
attacks his police escort and escapes. Sarah’s back to square one. Only now with a violent
potential killer on the loose.Sarah Burke has a real mystery on her hands. And she’d better solve
it before Tucson, Arizona sees any more carnage.An absolutely compelling detective mystery
perfect for fans of Lisa Regan, Gregg Olsen, Rita Herron, Sara Paretsky, Sue Grafton, Marcia
Muller, J.A. Jance, Mary Burton, Melinda Leigh, Kendra Elliott, Robert Dugoni and Isabella
Maldonado.READERS LOVE THIS GRIPPING MYSTERY:     “[Gunn’s] ability to create a
place for her murders to take place is so good that you feel you’ve been there” Tonyblack    
“This is good read and I look forward to the next encounter with Detective Sarah Burke in this
terrific series.” Drulove     “I really like Gunn’s writing style of laying out the thought processes
of all of the characters.” Cornmaven    “Well developed characters and a plot with twists.”
Linda    “Two of the most engaging bad guys I’ve met in a long time.” Gail“Gunn pulls it all
together in a satisfying fashion that should entice readers to seek earlier titles in the series.”
Publishers WeeklyMEET THE DETECTIVESeasoned thirty-five-year-old Sarah Burke replaced
her youthful bloom with burnished fitness and a put-together look that said to her friends, ‘Trust
me,’ and to the bad guys, ‘Don’t even think about it.’ Occasionally some fool thought about it
anyway, and for those times she wears a Glock nine in a paddle holster on her belt. Thirteen
years in the department had fixed her attitude — wary and seldom surprised. She had
transferred into Homicide a little over a year ago because she was ready for bigger challenges.
More ambitious than ever now that she’s single again, Sarah wants to work with the best people,
hone her skills, keep moving up.THE SETTINGTucson, Arizona, eighty miles from the Mexican
border, is a city with ancient roots and a panoply of modern problems. Sprawled in a beautiful
valley in the Southwest, Tucson struggles with border issues, shrinking water resources, and a
booming drug trade, but its prosperity relies on the steady flow of tourists and retirees attracted
to its wonderful weather, where, as the locals say, it’s ‘too hot to spit’.ALSO BY ELIZABETH
GUNNDETECTIVE SARAH BURKE MYSTERIESBook 1: CLOSE TO HERBook 2: AT CLOSE
RANGEBook 3: TOO CLOSE TO KILLBook 4: CLOSE TO DEATHBook 5: CLOSING
RANKSBook 6: CLOSE TO HOME



CLOSE TODEATHAn addictive crime thriller and mystery novel packed with twists and
turnsELIZABETH GUNNDetective Sarah Burke Book 4Originally publishedas The Magic
LineJoffe Books, LondonFirst published in Great Britain by Severn Housein 2011 as The Magic
Line© Elizabeth Gunn 2011, 2022This book is a work of fiction. Names, characters, businesses,
organizations, places and events are either the product of the author’s imagination or are used
fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, events or locales is entirely
coincidental. The spelling used is American English except where fidelity to the author’s
rendering of accent or dialect supersedes this. The right of Elizabeth Gunn to be identified as
author of this work has been asserted in accordance with the Copyright, Designs and Patents
Act 1988.We love to hear from our readers! Please email any feedback you have to:
feedback@joffebooks.comCover art by Nick
Castle978-1-80405-193-1CONTENTSAcknowledgmentsChapter OneChapter TwoChapter
ThreeChapter FourChapter FiveChapter SixChapter SevenChapter EightChapter NineChapter
TenChapter ElevenChapter TwelveChapter ThirteenChapter FourteenChapter FifteenChapter
SixteenChapter SeventeenChapter EighteenChapter NineteenChapter TwentyChapter Twenty-
OneChapter Twenty-TwoALSO BY ELIZABETH GUNNFREE KINDLE BOOKSA SELECTION
OF BOOKS YOU MAY ENJOYAcknowledgmentsThis book could never have been written
without the help of Sergeant Kerry Fuller, ‘first shirt’ at the Westside station of the Tucson Police
Department, and these members of her loyal crew: Sergeant Bob Callan, Officer Mark ‘Sponge’
Zbojniewicz, and Officer Russ Pope, all of whom gave me great ride-alongs and advice about
procedures, firearms and scene-setting. I constantly marvel at the compassion of Tucson patrol
officers for the less fortunate, and for ink-stained scribblers trying to get it right.Because I am not
a shooter, and this story includes a lot about guns, I am deeply indebted to Bongi Bishop,
Forensic Firearms and Toolmark Examiner, Tucson Police Department Crime Laboratory, and to
Chuck and the rest of the remarkably knowledgeable staff at Murphy’s Gun Shop on Country
Club Road.For adventurous jaunts in search of just-right scenes for this book, I want to thank my
patient husband, Phil Gunn, who greatly augments the pleasure of exploring Tucson’s
diversity.Chapter OneThank you for choosing this book. Please join our mailing list for free
Kindle books, new releases and our best deals.‘Yeah, but it’d be a lot safer after dark,’ Zeb
said.‘Ah, there goes Mr Yeah-but again.’ Robin kept his eyes on the house on Spring Brook
Drive. ‘Put a sock in it, will you? We settled this.’‘But it’s broad daylight, anybody can see
—’‘What anybody? It’s four o’clock, everybody on this block’s at work.’‘That woman on the
corner with the babies—’‘She’s back in the kitchen fixing supper. We spent two weeks casing
this fucker, now you can’t remember anything we learned?’ They argued in stifled bursts,
keeping their voices low, barely audible above the A/C. Zeb was worried about keeping that
running, too — conspicuous on the quiet street, he thought — but in Tucson in late May, with no
shade, they’d die without air. And they had to sit here in the sun to wait — it was the best spot:
close enough to watch the house, far enough not to be noticed.‘Yeah, but all along you said we’d
pick the safest time—’‘Which will be fifteen seconds after these clowns are all the way into their



garage, with the door rolling down. Just back from deliveries, before they get the money put
away.’ Robin whipped around on the seat and froze his partner in a pale, bright stare. ‘You saying
you want to back out now, Zeb-you-lon?’‘No, I don’t want to back out, come on.’ Robin always
drawled his name out like that, taunting, when he wanted to put him down. It worked, too,
because Zeb knew people always got major yucks out of his name. ‘Zebulon Montgomery Butts,
for Chrissake,’ he had asked his mother on his last birthday, ‘what were you thinking?’ Twenty-
one at last, time to get a few things straightened out.His mother said she named him after a
great man to inspire him to do great deeds, and she still had high hopes for that. But then last
month, as she piled his belongings outside her casita, she’d said, ‘If you’re ever going to do any
of those great deeds it’s sure as hell time you got started.’ She put a list on top of the pile —
things he had to do before she let him back in.Number One on her Tough Love list was ‘Get a
job.’Doing what? Yard care gave him back pain. Construction was in the toilet. He always got
fired from resort work — high-paying customers were just too demanding to tolerate. He’d been
thinking about applying for a UPS job till three months ago when that stupid DUI charge got his
license suspended. Nobody seemed to understand that he was going through a rough patch.His
last girlfriend said she was ‘with somebody now.’ The second to last let him spend one night on
her couch but said her mother was coming the next day, sorry. So Zeb begged his sister till she
let him put down his sleeping bag in her utility room, as long as he used his own towel in the
shower and didn’t take anything out of the refrigerator.Finally he’d looked up Robin and asked
him was he up to any mischief these days; did he need a boost with anything? They used to talk
like that when he teamed with Robin before — back when everything was a caper, a little out on
the edge maybe but nothing serious. Robin had done a short stretch in juvie and hooked up with
a weird kid named Hermie who could boost almost any car super fast, and was willing to teach
Robin all he knew.Zeb thought of it now as their crazy-teens period, when he was doing capers
with Robin and Hermie. He didn’t learn any new skills except how to blow a quick blast on
Hermie’s weird whistle. Luckily he never had to blow it while he was their lookout, but they paid
him a little for standing by with it, anyway. Later, after they trusted him a little, he ferried a few of
Hermie’s boosted cars to chop shops. No big scores but it sure beat bagging groceries at
Fry’s.Luckily, Zeb was working for his mother the night Robin and Hermie finally got caught
trying to burgle a house in the Sam Hughes Neighborhood. A patrolman spotted the open
window they had jimmied, looked in and shined his light on them. He kept them standing there
with their hands full of high-end electronics and an antique set of dueling pistols waiting for his
backup to arrive. ‘Don’t move,’ he told them several times, but Hermie, who hated taking orders,
dropped the guns at the last minute and ran out the front door into heavy traffic on Country Club
Road. He got a long sentence after he got out of the hospital. Robin stayed where he was and
did twenty-two months at the State Prison on Wilmot Road.He was different when he came out
— his eyes were like polished steel, and constantly scanned any room he was in. He mostly
hung with guys who did martial arts and had weird facial hair — they broke into empty stores and
abandoned houses and stayed till somebody chased them out, using the empty spaces to plan



heists and divvy up what they stole.Robin wasn’t any fun at all to be around for quite a while after
Wilmot. He never let you finish a sentence that had more than eight words in it, and some days
he just seemed to be trying to start a fight for any reason. Finally Zeb decided he didn’t need the
grief and made a point of being where Robin wasn’t.But last month, when his mother got all
crazy about jobs and put him out, Zeb thought back to the good old days and decided to look up
his old pal. He tried for a light note, asking was he doing any capers these days? Robin gave him
one of his new ice-blue looks and said capers were yesterday’s news. Said he had some jobs
from time to time but he needed somebody who was ready to get serious.‘Robin, come on, it’s
me. How long we known each other?’‘Years and years. And in all that time, you have never
shown me one brilliant move.’ Robin kicked his metal-clad toe against a curb while Zeb waited. ‘I
could try you out,’ he said finally. ‘Kind of on probation.’Zeb understood probation now — the
Department of Motor Vehicles had seen to that. After he’d flunked his sobriety test last winter he
got lucky with a judge, who cited and released him with the stern proviso that if she saw him in
her courtroom again on a similar charge he was going to spend a long time in County mending
his ways. At first he’d congratulated himself on getting a judge who was such a muffin. It took him
a couple of months to realize that having no driver’s license didn’t just keep him from driving a
car, it ensured he wouldn’t be considered for any job he might conceivably want.So he put on his
humble face and did every job Robin asked him to do. For peanuts. On time and without
complaint. Nothing big; he made a few dope deliveries, lifted a set of hex wrenches from a Target
store.Stealing tools off a rack didn’t feel like starting to do great deeds, but he did it because he
could see it was some kind of gate he had to pass through to please Robin. Hard to see what
Robin wanted them for — they were still in the bubble wrap on the floor of the empty warehouse
where they’d met this month. But Robin seemed pleased when he came back with them and
made a weird joke about hexes. He kind of warmed up to Zeb after that, and asked if Zeb was
ready for something a little bigger. When Zeb said sure, Robin said he needed help planning a
home invasion.Home invasion was kind of a scary leap into the unknown, but hell, if he wasn’t
going to flip burgers he had to get started at something else. They were in Robin’s car — this
week’s car, he seemed to go through them like popcorn — headed for the neighborhood to take
a look at the house, when Robin explained that the home he was planning to invade was a stash
house. Right then, when Zeb’s stomach cramped up, was when he should have bailed, he
thought later. But he needed the money. And more than that, he wanted the connection to Robin
and the feeling he was ready to step up his game a little, be a player. He hadn’t slept through
one whole night since, and the nightmares that woke him up kept coming back in the daytime,
wrecking his digestion. But he was hanging in, determined to go through with this job.So now he
was sitting next to a peeling wooden fence on Chardonnay Drive with a good view of the house
on Spring Brook Drive. Waiting in this beat-up carpet cleaner’s van, with two guys named Earl
and Homer. He’d only met his new team-mates and fellow home invaders yesterday, and the van
he’d never seen before — Robin just showed up in it with no explanation. Zeb was sweating,
feeling his heart beat. For the first time ever, Zeb was armed and, he hoped, dangerous.‘We ain’t



gonna unload any of this rug-cleaning shit, are we?’ Earl asked Robin from back in the shady
cargo space where he and his brother Homer crouched among the tools. ‘You got some fuckin’
heavy shit back here.’‘No,’ Robin said. ‘I told you. Just start the cordless vacuum for the noise,
and walk up to the front door with the clipboard. Keep those pens in your pocket, like you’re all
ready to write up the job. Ring the bell and look polite while Homer steps out from behind you
with the elephant gun and blows ’em away.’ He took his eyes off the door long enough to turn
and smile at Earl. ‘You can look polite for just a minute, can’t you?’Homer goosed Earl. ‘Yeah,
Earl, you be lookin’ p’lite while I shoot their fuckin’ heads off, huh?’ He had a weird laugh, hyaw-
hyaw-hyaw, and one of his eyes wandered.Zeb didn’t know their last name. He’d asked Robin,
‘Where’d you find Darrell-and-Darrell?’Robin just chuckled briefly, that dry little half laugh he’d
developed lately, and said, ‘Don’t worry about them, they’ll be fine.’Earl couldn’t seem to say one
whole sentence without obscenities but usually made a brutal kind of sense. Homer really did
seem to be a few cards short of a deck. He was good with his weapons, Zeb would give him that.
But it rubbed his nerves raw to share this cramped space with a guy who kept flipping a butterfly
knife over and over, in and out of attack mode, catching the handle one-handed every time.
Balisong, they called that weapon. Robin carried one too, sometimes, in a holder Velcroed to his
leg. Not today, though — he was travelling light today. Stripped down for action, he told Zeb with
a wink.Finally Robin said, ‘Homer, you don’t quit playing with that knife I’m going to stick it up
your ass,’ and Homer tucked it into an ankle holster. He showed Zeb another knife he kept in a
zippered pocket on the leg of his cargo pants. Then he started moving his big handgun from
place to place under his shirt, making a point of telling Zeb it was a .44 Magnum Smith &
Wesson revolver. He watched Zeb’s face when he said it, wanting to be sure Zeb understood
what a kick-ass weapon that was. Zeb didn’t know much about guns but he was trying to firm up
his place on the team so he looked at it respectfully and said, ‘Hey, big time.’Homer couldn’t
seem to decide between a shoulder holster and his belt. Then he tried out several cleaning
buckets till he found one big enough to conceal the gun. He tied a couple of towels around the
handle for cover so he could carry the gun inside the bucket, ready to fire. When he had it
arranged to suit himself he poked Earl, chuckling, and said, ‘Looky here, what’cha think?’‘Looks
OK.’ Earl had a pistol of some kind, under his shirt in a shoulder holster, that he seemed at ease
with and never took out. As soon as he saw how much of his chest the clipboard would cover, he
unbuttoned the top two buttons on his shirt. After that he sat still, looking fierce but relaxed, like a
panther after lunch.Zeb was nervous about his own weapon. Robin had given it to him last week,
along with the shirt he was to wear on this job. That was a surprise too, a hiking shirt from
Summit Hut with clever, hidden pockets fastened with Velcro. One of the pockets had another,
zippered pocket inside. ‘You get to carry the money,’ Robin said, with more winking; he was
making an effort to keep Zeb on his team today. Zeb got a tremor in his chest, thinking about
stuffing those pockets with money. How heavy would that shirt get? He could almost feel it on his
shoulders — the pull of money.Robin said the gun was a Lorcin semi-auto, whatever the hell that
meant. It fit easily in his hand and was not complicated to fire. It seemed a little small for the task



at hand which, he had almost admitted to himself, might include shooting somebody who was
trying to shoot him first. He had practiced at a firing range with Robin beside him, talking him
through it like a drill master.‘Don’t look at the gun, look at the target. Support it with both hands,
so you hold it steady, see? Take a deep breath, let it out slowly . . . slow-leee . . . now squeeze.
Good, you actually grazed the edge of the target that time. Can’t you stop shaking?’Later, in front
of his sister’s mirror while she was at work, he had watched himself pulling the handgun out of
his belt and aiming. He told himself over and over, Just pull it out, aim it and shoot. He tried to
stifle the voice in his head that kept saying, Yeah, but the mirror’s not shooting back.‘Heads up,’
Robin said now. ‘Here they come.’ Zeb felt hot blood rush into his head and neck; now felt way
too soon. He could see two men in the front seat of the approaching Chevy Malibu, the bald one
driving and the dark-haired one with the brush cut, in the passenger seat where he always sat,
scanning the street with laser eyes. Zeb held his breath and craned forward, trying to see. Was
there a third man in the back?It was the question they’d never settled: were there two men in the
house, or three? During two weeks of watching, they had only ever identified two men going in
and out of the house. But whenever they watched the runs in the SUV, they thought they saw a
third man sitting very straight in the middle of the back seat. Hard to be sure with those darkened
windows, but it sure looked like there was a third guy in there again today.Uncertainty about the
third man was the reason, Robin said, why he’d added Earl and Homer.‘You think we need more
firepower, huh?’ Zeb said, after he met them.‘Well, yes,’ Robin said. ‘I probably wouldn’t be
counting on them for more brainpower, hmm?’ Zeb snickered, Robin winked and chuckled, and
for a few seconds they were buddies like old times. But then Zeb went ahead and asked what
was their split going to be? Because he had already put in two weeks on this job with no cash
flow, and now these two mean, pushy thugs were acting like they owned the thing.‘No split.
Three hundred apiece for an hour’s work, that’s all they get.’‘Oh. Well, then. OK.’‘Of course OK. I
know how to set up jobs, Zebby. So why don’t you just chill and let me handle things?’ Which
Zeb did, of course, because without Robin there was no job. But something about the way these
crazy, dangerous brothers cleared out space for themselves made Zeb suspect they’d been in
on the deal from the beginning.Robin didn’t put the van in gear until the Malibu was in the
driveway, the garage door beginning to rise. Watching that door go up, Robin had said, the stash
house guys would be thinking about getting inside and wouldn’t even notice the utility van rolling
toward them in the street. A cargo van with a sign on the side that said ‘Bestway Carpet
Cleaning’ was as good as invisible.The Bestway van was still two doors away when the garage
door began to roll back down. It was closed by the time Robin pulled up at the foot of the
driveway and parked. Earl hit the switch on the big vacuum and they swung the rear doors open
so the sound of air roaring through the hose filled the street. They got out, Earl with his clipboard
up in front of his chest and Homer with the towels hiding the revolver in the bucket, and walked
sedately up the driveway.Robin and Zeb had already trotted up the driveway and along the side
of the house to the backyard. That was the plan, for the two of them to get around in the back
while the men inside were still in the garage. Zeb carried the glass cutter in his fist, so it didn’t



show. Robin had the suction cup under his big shirt, on a cord around his neck.‘That lady on the
corner’s coming outside,’ Zeb said.‘She’s just getting the mail,’ Robin said. ‘She’ll go right back in
to the babies, forget about her.’Earl and Homer were almost at the front door. Earl had his pens
on a pocket protector, his brutal face screwed into a weird little smile above the clipboard. The
heavy-duty metal door, double locked, the only really secure door on this working-class street of
cheap, ageing bungalows, had pulled Robin to this stash house like a magnet.Back of the
house, on the cement slab that passed for a patio, they saw the blinds were closed like always
inside the sliding glass door. That’s what Robin liked so much about this job: the way the men
running this stash house kept everything in the back closed up tight. The door and the double
window overlooking the yard were always shut and locked, blinds down, drapes closed.For two
weeks Zeb had biked and driven around this house and hidden in the empty house with the ‘For
Sale’ sign three doors away. He had never seen anyone look out the back window or walk out
the sliding door and sit on the cement by the dying cactus.‘Dumb shits think it keeps them safe
to keep the blinds closed,’ Robin had said, grinning at the weed-choked backyard the last time
they watched it. ‘Just makes our job easier.’Watching the window now, smiling the odd,
humorless smile Zeb had noticed on him lately, Robin pulled on surgical gloves. Why don’t I
have some of those? Zeb wanted to ask but didn’t dare start an argument now.Robin pulled the
suction cup out from under his shirt — the roomy blue denim shirt that he had bought in a thrift
shop just for this job. Gathered below a broad yoke, it looked old-fashioned like the Dutch Boy on
paint cans, but had a modern left sleeve with a zippered small iPod pocket where Robin kept his
radio. ‘Radio’s better than an iPod,’ he said. ‘I can get anything I want on it and nobody can trace
it.’ Not being traceable, Zeb noticed, had become very important to Robin.He set the suction cup
in place on the window, six inches from the latch. It was actually called a dent puller, but glass
installers used them, too. He’d ordered it from Ebook Tops — $2.39 plus shipping, he’d told Zeb,
chuckling, and there wouldn’t be a local record of the purchase. Robin thought of everything
these days; there was a new little line between his eyebrows and when he wasn’t smiling that too-
wide smile under the bright eyes, one side of his mouth had begun to turn down in something
like a snarl.Zeb cut a big circle around the suction cup with the glass cutter. One little squeak
was all the noise it made. He could hear people moving around inside, and some quiet talk he
couldn’t understand. A drawer opened somewhere near the window. Some rustling, then the
drawer slid closed and the drawer-pull clicked against the plate. Zeb felt as if his ears were
growing.Robin pulled on the suction cup. Nothing moved. He turned his bright eyes on Zeb and
mouthed, Tap it. Zeb laid three fingers of his left hand on the glass, tapped them once lightly with
the handle of the cutter, and felt the glass move. Robin pulled out the circle, set it quietly on the
cement, and replaced the suction cup very carefully in the center of the circle on the inside pane.
Zeb began cutting around the cup, close this time, working carefully so he didn’t cut himself on
the outer glass.The doorbell rang: chimes, a little tune.A voice inside, quite near, said something
like ‘Who the fuck’s that?’ softly, like he was deciding whether to answer it or not.Footsteps —
two sets or three? Zeb couldn’t decide. He finished the second cut and Robin hit the puller



gently with the heel of his hand. When the glass gave he pulled the circle out, set it down, stuck
his hand inside and slowly, gritting his teeth in concentration while he listened, raised the latch. It
rolled up without a sound. Zeb, who hadn’t known he was holding his breath, exhaled.A different
voice, from further forward in the house said, ‘Carpet cleaners. Must have the wrong house.’The
first voice, moving away, said, ‘Or maybe not. Wait’ll I get the—’ Zeb couldn’t understand the next
word. Slowly, ready to stop if he made a noise, Robin slid the window sideways. Dusty venetian
blinds hung just to the waist-high sill. Robin moved one slat aside an inch and they saw a stained
cotton lining inside a flowered drape. Robin nodded, looking pleased, and turned his back to the
opening. He set both hands behind him on the sill, hoisted his butt onto it, mouthed, Let’s go,
turned sideways and swung one leg over.Inside there was some quiet scurrying, a hinge
squealed on what sounded like a cupboard, and the doorbell rang again. There was a whoosh of
air as the front door opened and the blind and drape bellied out the open window. Robin was
briefly wrapped inside plastic slats and the clinging drape. He pushed it all away and swung his
other leg inside. Homer’s big gun roared at the front door; Earl’s barked right behind it. Another
gun answered from inside and then a chattering weapon cut loose and drowned out everything
else. Somebody screamed in the front yard. Robin dropped inside, ducked under the blind and
disappeared.Zeb turned his back to the window sill, ready to push himself up and follow Robin
into the house. But then there was another great burst of gunfire, and a bullet blew through the
left side of the back window, close to the jamb, carrying fragments of flowered drape and plastic
blind along with many shards of glass. He felt the wind as it passed his head, and a sliver of
glass lodged in his cheek.The screaming out front stopped abruptly. There was one more shot
inside the house, then silence. And then Zeb heard, from somewhere amazingly close and
coming on fast, a siren. It felt like a knife slicing into his brain — the cops were already here!He
ran like a rabbit. Dropping his glass-cutting tool on the cement, he abandoned Robin, great
deeds and easy money — the money he had imagined so clearly, he would have sworn he could
feel it weighing down his special pockets.There was a break in the wooden fence, down by the
corner post. Not large, but he sucked up his gut, held his breath and slithered into the neighbor’s
yard. He ducked under sheets on a clothes line, climbed through a wire fence into another yard
that was open to the street. Running east on Chardonnay Drive he reached Oak Tree Drive and
ran south along it, his tattoos and body piercings flashing in the late-afternoon sun.A second
patrol car turned into the street, siren screaming. Zeb saw him slow at the sight of a running
man, muttered, ‘Oh, shit,’ and began looking for a yard to duck into. But the car’s radio clattered
with urgent orders, ‘ten-ninety-nine, see the officer at . . .’ and the address on Spring Brook Drive.
Zeb saw a flash, marveled that a patrolman would shoot through his own windshield, then
realized he had not been shot and a second later knew he’d just been photographed. No sweat,
he thought, a blurry photo of a running man, so what? What mattered was the black-and-white
drove on.The scare did him a favor actually, made him realize running was conspicuous. As
soon as he slowed to a walk he remembered the Lorcin was still in the waistband of his pants.
He stuck it in his pocket and walked briskly into the parking lot of the Walmart Store, doing his



best to look unarmed and harmless. Inside the sliding front doors of the store he stood still,
feeling his sweat cool.His pockets yielded a few rumpled bills. He counted them carefully, tucked
them in a safe pocket and found the men’s clothing section. He bought a T-shirt in size XL that
said ‘Go Wildcats’ and looked like it would cover most of his tats, found a baseball cap with a
Diamondbacks logo, and picked out the biggest pair of sunglasses on a rack.After he changed
in the restroom he stuffed his sweat-soaked, many-pocketed Money Bag shirt into one of the
Walmart bags and dropped it in the trash can near the door. Carrying a tall iced drink from a
vending machine, he went outside and found a bench under a mesquite tree.Sipping his drink in
the busy parking lot, he did what his mother had been urging him to do for some time. He
thought hard about his situation.Chapter TwoSarah Burke, driving home, heard the heads-up
tone on her radio and felt her pulse jump. Out of long habit, Sarah’s muscles grew tight, her
whole body getting ready to act.Seconds after the tone ended, the radio rattled with urgent
orders to patrol cars. Something big was happening on the south end of town — ‘See the
woman’ and reports of shooting at an address in the Midvale Park district.Forget it, she told
herself. Urgent call-outs were not her problem anymore. Being a homicide detective was no cake
walk, but at least she was no longer expected to turn on her siren and race to crime scenes. And
she had earned the treat she was headed for — getting home to Bentley Street in plenty of time
for dinner. She’d even left a little unfinished work on her desk and cut out early, because she’d
been called to a crime scene at six that morning and the department was insisting that
detectives avoid overtime whenever possible.Inside her front door she called hello and walked
into her bedroom to lock her Glock and shield away. She hung up her work clothes, got into a
soft old T-shirt and shorts. Stretching and yawning, she got comfortable, slowed down and
began the transition to non-vigilant, slack-jawed civilian. ‘Releasing my inner slob,’ her buddy
Kate Kerry called it. Kate was a shift commander now on the West Side, but they had gone
through training together and remained close. ‘Coming down from cop mode used to be a tough
transition,’ Kate boasted, ‘but these days, let me get barefoot in something with a stretch
waistband — I can turn into a couch potato in under five minutes.’ Sarah wasn’t quite that down
with it yet, but getting close.Hearing voices where her family was clustered, in the kitchen end of
the house, Sarah walked toward them, saying, ‘Something smells good and I am so ready to
stick a fork in it.’Will Dietz sat by a window in the old wooden rocker, a relic from the ranch of
Sarah’s childhood that was becoming his favorite chair in this house. Only his feet and hands
showed; the rest of him was buried in the morning paper. She touched his shoulder as she
passed him and he made a small sound, ‘Mmff.’ This being Monday, he’d go back to work with
his night detectives’ squad in a couple of hours. Monday through Thursday, they saw each other
only in passing. He spent most of his afternoons puttering with shelves and closets, doorsills
and moldings, getting them settled in this sixty-year-old house they’d just moved into.‘Come and
taste this, will you?’ Aggie said, out in the kitchen by the stove. ‘Tell me if it needs more of
anything besides salt.’ Recovering from a stroke, Sarah’s mother had resumed cooking but told
them all to add their own salt.‘Ah, meat sauce, good.’ Sarah leaned over the pan, sniffing the



garlicky steam. ‘And what’s that, penne? Wonderful.’ Pleasure in the food didn’t quite block the
little spurt of alarm she often felt these days when she stood close to Aggie. Damn, she seems
to keep shrinking.‘Points off if you drool in the sauce,’ Denny said, setting the table.‘Too late,’
Sarah said. ‘I worked all day on a prune Danish and a Clif bar. Your dear old auntie is a ravenous
beast.’ She mimed fangs and claws and Denny giggled.‘The kid is checking deportment now, do
you love it?’ Aggie blew on a small pasta cylinder, stuck it in her mouth and muttered, ‘Not quite.’
She wasn’t annoyed; she and Sarah had agreed they were glad to see Denny begin to show a
little sass. When they joined forces to take the child in last fall, living with her substance-abusing
mother had left her skinny and silent, pulling her own hair out and scratching sores on one
thumb.Will said, from deep inside the sports section, ‘You work all day on that Circle K
thing?’‘Uh-huh.’‘Kinda toasty in that parking lot this afternoon?’‘Yep.’ When he turned a page she
got a glimpse of the pink scar that slanted across his scalp, like a second part in his mouse-
colored hair.Quiet again. What is it?Will had talked her into moving all of them into this house,
insisting he had no problem living with her fragile mother and abandoned niece. She had put
aside her doubts because the arrangement solved so many time and money problems. But their
unlikely household vibrated sometimes with competing needs — the wall calendar in the kitchen
was covered with Aggie’s doctor’s appointments and Denny’s school events, which had to be
combined with Will’s night shifts and Sarah’s unpredictable schedule as a homicide detective.
Fifty ways to lose a lover, Sarah had thought more than once.The personal relationships seemed
to be working fine, though. Aggie in recovery, Denny powering through fifth grade; both relied on
Will for everything from kitchen repairs to moral support at soccer games. And he seemed to
enjoy his role as fixer and factotum. But the last couple of weeks he’d turned even quieter than
usual. They were still fine in bed, the rare times they got there together. But plainly, Will was
thinking about something. Sarah was waiting for one of their infrequent private times to find out
what it was.‘OK, soup’s on,’ Aggie said. They each took a plate as she dished up, and moved to
the round table Aggie had brought with her from her house in Marana. It was becoming a focus
of their family life, almost constantly in use for meals, homework, card games and conversation.
Denny had dictated its placement in the bay window near the kitchen. Sarah hung bird feeders in
the trees outside, and the centerpiece was usually a pile of bird books. Sitting there, Aggie said,
felt like a picnic without ants.Left to themselves, Will and Sarah might have talked about work,
but Aggie claimed the details of law enforcement ruined her appetite and Sarah thought Denny
was beginning to enjoy them a little too much. So she asked Will about his efforts to get their air
conditioning up to speed, and he explained why he thought the main duct had a block in it
somewhere.‘I know all about blocks,’ Denny said quickly. ‘I’ve got a kid in my class who’s got a
logic block in his brain.’ She liked Will’s cop stories but had told Sarah she thought she could live
without another word about house maintenance ever.‘How do you know?’ Aggie finally asked,
since both Will and Sarah had ignored her interruption and were still discussing ducts. ‘What
does it make him do?’‘He says dumb stuff like “I believe Italy’s in South America.” And when we
tell him that’s wrong and show him a map,’ Denny rolled her eyes to the ceiling, ‘he says that’s



not the Italy he’s talking about.’‘You probably need to soak his head,’ Aggie said.Denny said, ‘I
think that’s called waterboarding now, Gram.’The phone rang. Will answered, said, ‘Yes,’ and
passed it to Sarah.‘Burke,’ Sarah said.Delaney said, ‘Sorry to do this to you.’Will made a pot of
strong coffee. Sarah drank a cup while she dressed and took the rest along in a thermos. Aggie
nuked a soft taco, rolled the last of Sarah’s dinner in it and handed it to her, wrapped in foil, as
she left the house. She ate it, making small sounds of pleasure during the twenty minutes it took
her to reach the already swarming crime scene in the Midvale Park neighborhood.Recession
had hit this part of town hard. Ten years ago it had been a thriving blue-collar area of modest
single-family houses, its parks and playgrounds noisy with healthy kids and pregnant mothers.
Now roofs were breaking down, gates sagged on peeling fences and cars on blocks littered
some of the yards. And the drug trade was moving in.‘You’re the closest of my crew I can find,’
Delaney had said, ‘so will you go as soon as you can? The lab crew should be there already, and
Ollie’ll be right behind you. He’s up on the north side. I’m down in Green Valley at a swim meet
with Dylan; I’ll come as soon as I can find a ride home for him. Everybody else is out someplace.
I’ll keep after them — we’re going to need everybody for this one.’They said nothing about being
tired. What was the use? It just dragged you down, made it worse.The street was blocked at both
ends. An officer stood by the barriers on Chardonnay, directing traffic and giving cryptic answers
to long questions. Sarah showed him her badge. He held up the crime scene tape so she could
drive underneath it and pointed to the little parking that was left.There was the usual bustle of
dark blue uniforms, vehicles coming and going. An information officer made the rounds inside
the tape, carrying a recorder and notebook, getting enough preliminary information to feed the
evening news shows. Sarah saw Gloria Jackson’s bright copper curls bobbing and swooping
above a body in the front yard, a camera at her eye. So the lab crew had arrived.The officer on
the tape copied her badge number and timed her in. He was new this year; she’d only met him
once. But rookie cops liked to be remembered. Sarah squinted a minute and pulled up his name,
Bobby Clark.‘How many victims, Bobby, do you know?’‘Two out here in the yard,’ he said. ‘I never
got inside before they put me to work on the tape here, but I heard three in the house.’‘Who’s the
field sergeant?’‘Oh, um, it’s that old guy . . . Zimmerman. Over there near the door.’‘I see him.
Thanks.’ She located a chevron on a blue sleeve and walked toward Phil Zimmerman, a little
jolted to hear him described as ‘that old guy.’ I guess he is getting kind of lean and grizzled. But
for her the sergeant still had the powerful aura she’d admired when she was a rookie — strong,
capable, always on an even keel.Behind him, on the blood-drenched front doorsill, a heavy
handgun with a brass slide lay beside the dead body of a bald white male. Zimmerman squinted
at his phone as he punched in a message.Sarah said, ‘Hey, Zimmy.’He held up one finger and
said, ‘Lemme finish this so I don’t have to . . .’ and went on texting. She waited till he quit
punching buttons, closed his phone and said, ‘Sarah B, how you been?’ He still used her
nickname from ten years ago, when there had been three Sarahs on patrol in Tucson.‘Medium
well.’ She was glad to see him on this wild scene — though come to think of it he had transferred
to the East Side some time last year. ‘How come you’re pulling field sergeant duty way down



here?’‘You heard about the Great Recession? We’re only down about twenty guys on this shift.
The duty sarge said she didn’t have anybody else to send. She said, “Run over there and
supervise that crew for a couple hours, till Delaney gets there.”’‘Which is going to be a while yet,
I’m afraid. He was still in Green Valley when he called me. So what do we have here?’‘Well, we’re
calling it a home invasion but as you see . . .’ He gestured toward the house front full of bullet
holes, the door gaping open on carnage, ‘this was no ordinary home.’‘Stash house, huh?’‘One
bedroom stacked high with weed. Little over a liter of coke and some paraphernalia in the
kitchen. Two victims out here in the yard and three in the house. Enough weapons and ammo to
start a war and it looks like it did.’‘Who got the first call?’‘Barry White. He’s down there by the
body near the sidewalk — you want to talk to him first?’‘Might as well. I don’t know him — is he
new?’‘Yeah. Recruit from Sierra Vista, wanted to try a bigger town. Here, I’ll introduce you.’ He
walked with her down the yard and told the square-cut young patrolman in a too-tight uniform,
‘Sarah’s the first detective here. You were the first responder, right?’‘That’s right. That house on
the corner called it in. Number one female in there with two babies, hiding under the bed with
them when I got there, scared to come out. Name’s Josephina Quintana.’‘Did she see the
shooting?’‘Um . . . hard to tell. Even after she came out from under the bed she didn’t want to
talk, just kept saying, “You fix, OK?” Probably got no papers.’‘So . . . you’re getting a quick
indoctrination in the big city.’‘Tell me about it. Two blocks away when I got the call, I got here in
just over a minute. Yard was still full of smoke! The whole place smelled like a firing line. I called
for backup right away.’‘Who was your first backup?’‘That’s him over there, Barney Gross. You’ll
want to talk to him, too. He says he saw a guy running along Oak Tree Drive as he approached.
He was told he was needed over here urgently, so he chose not to pursue.’‘How urgent was
it?’‘Turned out I didn’t really need him at all. Everybody that’s lying here now was dead when I
arrived. We went around this yard very cautiously and then cleared the house, but not one of
them ever moved; nobody had a pulse. From the first shot to the last heartbeat, this entire
incident must have gone down in less than ten minutes.’‘Wow.’ Her eyes met Phil Zimmerman’s
for a bleak moment. ‘Everybody’s getting better at this, huh?’‘Uh-huh. Practice makes
perfect.’‘And from what I hear we’ll all be getting more practice soon.’ There had been fifteen
homicides in Tucson in the past thirty days, and the department had received notice that the city
council would soon be forced to make further cuts in the budget.She thanked Barry White and
walked back to the house with Zimmerman, making notes as she walked. He knew what she
needed for a warrant and fed her information in a steady stream, without waiting for
questions.‘The two out here . . .’ Zimmerman pointed toward the bodies, which were still being
photographed. ‘The nearest one, looks like he got blown away from the step as soon as the door
opened, shot several times in the face and chest and landed on his back with his hands up. The
one at the bottom of the yard must have been a real fighter; looks to me like he stood here
shooting in the door till he was out of ammo. Then he put on a burst of speed and made it almost
out of the yard. He’s got maybe a dozen bullets in him, Sarah; it’s hard to tell with all the blood
but he’s all shot to pieces.’‘You got any idea who killed the last man standing?’‘Good question.



Better hope Forensics tell you.’Sarah looked around. ‘The ME’s not here yet?’‘Nope. I called but
you know . . . they’re always busy. Fire & Rescue truck roared up a few minutes ago, ready to
lend a hand. I sent them packing before they could mess up your crime scene.’‘Thank you very
much. You ready to show me what you know?’‘Well, I am, but the lab crew’s still taking pictures
everywhere — let’s wait a few minutes.’‘OK. I wonder if I can still catch a judge working? Maybe
save a wait for a warrant.’ She made some quick notes while she waited for Judge Berkowitz to
come to the phone. When he answered she dictated a warrant for the house, front and back
yards, attached garage and all its contents. ‘And let’s include the carpet cleaning van that’s
parked at the bottom of the driveway. I don’t know what it’s doing there but just in
case.’‘Absolutely, let no floor scrubber go un-scrutinized,’ the judge said. ‘It seems to me your life
gets more interesting all the time, Sarah. Isn’t this your second search warrant today?’‘Yes,
Judge. We’re all staying limber this month.’‘Shoot as many suspects as you can, will you? My
calendar’s crazy already.’By the time she had his initials on the warrant form, Zimmy was back,
saying, ‘OK, I guess we can start in the back.’‘What, more bodies in the back of the house?’‘No.
Walk right behind me, close to the wall, and I’ll show you.’She followed his heels over sparse
gravel, around the corner to a small, barren backyard where she found herself staring down at
glass circles and cutting tools. ‘What’s this? Somebody was breaking in while the house was
being attacked from the front?’‘Two-pronged attack, as they say.’ Zimmy made a small, ironic
shrug. ‘Kind of unusual, but not a bad plan, at that.’‘Well, but . . . how many did you say were
inside?’‘Three. All together, right inside the door.’‘Like they were all together to start with?’‘Who
knows? This open window says one of them might have come in from back here.’Sarah stared at
the neat circles on the ground. ‘So you figure one man was cutting holes in the glass back here,
while the other two tried to fight their way in the front?’ It sounded crazy when she said it out
loud. Who cuts glass during a shooting war?‘Well, there was also the man running away.’‘But you
don’t know for sure he was running from here.’‘Damn funny coincidence otherwise.’‘True. Has the
lab crew been inside?’He nodded. ‘That red-haired girl with the camera. I don’t know about
prints.’‘That’ll take all night, I’m not going to wait for that. Is this back door unlocked?’
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Lee Wall, “Kind of fun. The tone of this book surprised me. I have read the rest of the series, and
I was expecting a hard-boiled, straightforward police procedural. What I got was a sort of
seriocomic romp. I think it would help knowing that going in. At first I was annoyed that half the
book was the criminals’ story and I found myself skimming those parts. I also was disturbed by
the plot’s unrealistic aspects, particularly some huge coincidences. But in the end it all does
come together in a satisfactory way.”

MJ26, “Love this series.. The many characters this author has created are outstanding. Every
character good and bad is fleshed out to where you feel they are real people. Excellent writing
and a great storyline make this a fantastic realistic police procedural. Recommend starting with
the first book because each story adds to the overall picture of these detectives lives.”

judyg, “Good read. I liked the character development and storyline, an upbeat story about sad
but true situations. Bought the boxed set, am looking forward to the next book.I often buy boxed
sets...and sadly almost as often regret that I do as I do not like the continued depth of despair of
them or the characters or the lack of depth to the story.That will not be an issue with this series.”

PJ, “Detective work. This is a good story with many twists and turns that keeps you reading. The
characters are interesting and easy to get to know. Some characters have a sense of humor that
keeps me laughing.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good. A book that is part of the,series about this homicide receive and her
family her mother niece and boy friend. she is over worked.”

Linda Vaganov, “Another Good Read!. I am addicted to these characters. It is a fun series.”
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